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We derive an existence theorem coupled with necessary conditions for the 
relaxed problem of the optimal control of ordinary differential equations in 
which the cost functional, the restrictions, and the right hand sides are 
Lipschitz-continuous (but not necessarily differentiable) in their dependence 
on the state variables. Our approach is based on the use of special mollifiers to 
approximate Lipschitz-continuous functions with C1 functions and the sub- 
sequent study of the behavior of necessary conditions for the approsimating 
problems as these mollifiers tend to the a-distribution. Our generalization of 
the relaxed Pontryagin maximum principle and of the transversality conditions 
has a canonical form obtained by replacing, in the “old” expressions, the 
partial derivatives with finite difference quotients at neighboring arguments, 
and then applying limiting processes and convex&cation. Somewhat stronger 
necessary conditions are obtained by representing the Lipschitz-continuous 
functions as compositions, some of whose factors may be differentiable. The 
application of the canonical necessary conditions is illustrated by examples. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The “classical” problem of the optimal control theory of ordinary differen- 
tial equations is defined by an equation of the form 
j(t) =f(t, y(t), u(t)) a.e. in T = ft, ) tl], (1) 
together with certain boundary conditions and a cost functional hO(y(tl)). It 
has been shown that, under appropriate conditions which include measurabil- 
ity, continuity and differentiability assumptions, 
(a) this problem admits an optimal relaxed solution [12, 5, 191 (or 
“generalized curve” [20, 211, or “sliding regime” [4, 111); 
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(b) such a relaxed solution can be approximated by original (ordinary) 
solutions of Eq. (1) [12, 191; 
(c) such a relaxed solution satisfies certain conditions (necessary condi- 
tions for a relaxed minimum), of which a basic one is the “relaxed” version of 
the Pontryagin maximum principle (Weierstress E-condition) [13, 5, 191. 
In particular, in the references indicated above, the proof of (b) requires 
the assumption that Eq. (1) has a unique solution 7 for the optimal relaxed 
control function ti and for the optimal initial conditions, while the derivations 
of necessary conditions are based on the assumption that f(t, ., ZJ) is con- 
tinuously differentiable for almost all t and all zc. 
Some efforts have been made to derive necessary conditions with the 
differentiability assumption weakened or eliminated, the motivation being 
provided by a number of optimal control problems of both practical and 
theoretical interest. The most notable of these results appear to be those of 
Rockafellar [7-lo], Neustadt [6, p. 871, and Clarke [2, 31. Rockafellar’s and 
Neustadt’s results apply to unrelaxed problems in which the differentiability 
assumptions for certain functions (in particular, those defining the cost 
functional) are replaced by the assumption that these functions are convex in 
(y, u); the results of Clarke require neither convexity nor differentiability for 
the function defining the cost functional but they are based on the assumption 
of “calmness”. 
Our present objective is to generalize the necessary conditions for a relaxed 
minimum to the case where the components of f(t, ., u) and the functions 
defining the cost functional and the restrictions may be nondifferentiable and 
nonconvex but are Lipschitz-continuous, and f(t, *, u) has a Lipschitz 
constant that is independent of u and an integrable function of t. This will 
also narrow the gap between the assumptions required for existence [(a) and 
(b)] and for necessary conditions, because Lipschitz-continuity off(t, ., u) is 
often the only practical criterion that ensures uniqueness. 
To briefly describe the generalized form of the “maximum principle,” we 
first consider the usual case. Under appropriate conditions and withf(t, *, u) 
continuously differentiable, the “relaxed” principle can be expressed as 
follows: if p is the optimal relaxed trajectory then either $ti) satisfies certain 
special (and rather exceptional) conditions, or there exists a nonvanishing 
absolutely continuous x : T -+ Iw” such that 
a.e. in T, 
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where co denotes the convex hull, $8’z the (Frechet) derivative with respect to 
y, and Zr the range of original (ordinary) control functions. In the “canonical” 
necessary conditions that we derive (Theorem 2.2), relation (2) is replaced by 
where Kc(,(t) is the closure of the set obtained from the one being convexified 
in (2) by replacing, for each zi, i andj, the single number %fi(f, r(t), G)/ayj by 
the conves closure of the set of all corresponding central difference quotients 
with 1 dyj j < E andy(t) replaced by all E = (cl,..., e”) with j 5” - ~~(t)[ < E. 
In the stronger necessary conditions of Theorem 2.4, a similar process is 
applied separately to various functionsfi such that 
f(t, .) u) =fl(t, *, 24) o&t, .) u) 0 ... o,f& ‘, 24). 
In order to derive our present results, we first convolve f(t, ., u) (and other 
functions such as ho, or else the functionsfi(t, ‘, u), etc.).with mollifiers of a 
special form to obtain Cl functions that approximate them uniformly. We 
thus obtain a sequence of optimal control problems to which we can apply 
the known existence theorems and necessary conditions. Our final results are 
then obtained by a passage to the limit as the mollifiers converge to the S- 
distribution. This approach of “passing to the limit” is somewhat in the 
spirit of the early work on differential and integral equations in general, and of 
our early approach to unilateral [14, 151 and minimax problems [16] of 
optimal control in particular. We were later able to simplify and to improve 
these early results by applying methods of a more functional-analytic nature 
[17-191; whether this “softer” approach can yield comparable improvements 
for the problem treated here remains for us at present an open question. 
Because the use of s-sequences of mollifiers is helpful, it is tempting to 
conjecture that a “better” or a “better looking” maximum principle can be 
derived in terms of the distributional derivatives off(t, ., u); but we have no 
tangible results in this direction. 
Our basic results (Theorems 2.2 and 2.4), a corollary, and some comments 
and illustrative examples are presented in Section 2. The proofs of 
Theorems 2.2 and 2.4 are carried out in Section 3. 
2. EXISTENCE AND NECESSARY CONDITIOKS 
2.1 DEFTNITIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS. We consider the optimal control 
problem henceforth denoted by P and defined by the equation 
9(t) = f(f, y(t), 49) a.e. in T = [to ,$1, (2.1.1) 
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together with the boundary conditions 
Y(to> E A0 > WYW E 4 9 (2.1.2) 
and the cost functional hO(y(t,)). A n a d missible original solution (of P) is a 
couple (y, U) satisfying (2.1.1) and (2.1.2) and with y : T + V absolutely 
continuous and u : T + U measurable. (We shall always use the word 
“measurable” in the sense of “Lebesgue measurable.“) A minimizing 
original solution is one that minimizes hO(y(t,)) among admissible original 
solutions. 
Since, in general, a minimizing original solution need not exist, we define 
an admissible relaxed polution y and a minimizing relaxed solution y of P in a 
similar manner, with Eq. (2. I. 1) replaced by 
j(t) E cof(t, y(t), U) a.e. in T. (2.1.1 relaxed) 
If X = (Xi,..., x”) E 5X”, we write / x j for Max, 1 xi 1 and define the distance 
in Rz accordingly. We assume that 
(a) P’ is an open subset of IF!” ; 
(b) A, and A, are closed convex subsets of IP and FP, respectively; 
(c) U is a compact metric space; 
(d) lz”: V---+R and/G: Y + BP are Lipschitz-continuous; 
and there exist a compact D C v and a positive integrable # on T such that 
the function f : T x r’ x U -+ 1w” satisfies the following conditions: 
(e) f( ., U, U) is measurable andf(t, ‘, .) continuous for all 
(t, 21, u) E T x V x u; 
(f) I f(t, 74 3 4 - f(4 % , 41 d WI Ul - % I 
(t E T, q , z+ E V, u E U); 
(d I fk 21, z4 G VW> (t E T, v E V, u E U); 
and 
(h) y([to , T]) C D for every 7 E T and every absolutely continuous 
y : [to , T] + V satisfying (2.1.1 relaxed) a.e. in [to , T] and with y(t,) E A, . 
(As it is easy to see, conditions (g) and (h) are satisfied, in particular, if 
there exists an integrable $ such that 1 f(t, ZJ, u)l < $(t)(/ ZJ / + 1), A, is 
compact, and V is bounded but sufficiently large). 
We shall also assume, without loss of generality, that 
(i) # is a constant function. 
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This can be accomplished by replacing the independent variable t by 
8 = 
f 
tI C)(T) d7. 
Thenfis divided by $ in Eq. (2.1.1), and assumptions (f) and (g) imply that 
# can be replaced in them by 1. We can therefore determine a positive number 
c that is a bound forfand a common Lipschitz constant for ho, hr andf(t, ., 14). 
We shall derive two sets of necessary conditions. The first set can be said 
to have a canonical form while the second set, more general, may yield more 
precise information by taking into account the type of “nondifferentiabilities” 
peculiar to f, ho and hl. In order to state the first set of necessary conditions, 
we shall use the following notations: ek denotes the kth column of the unit 
matrix of appropriate dimension, d(.x, y), d[x, A], or @l, B] the distance 
between two points, a point and a set, or two sets, SF(x, r) the closed ball with 
center x and radius r, and SF(A, Y) the set (X j d[,r, A] < r}. Now let 
+ = WY., 4”) 
be a Lipschitz-continuous function on some open subset G of some 5X” into 
some Rb with a Lipschitz constant c”. If E > 0, x E G, and SF(.r, 2~) is not 
contained in G, we define &r/~(x) as the set of all real b x a matrices with 
coefficients in [-2, c”]. If ?Y(x, 2~) C G, we set 
8-5#+(x)/&vk = inf{(l/2ol)[+(f + ae,) - @([ - cfe,j]l 
/ 5 - x I < E, 0 < a! < E], 
define Z++(X)/&~~ similarly with sup replacing inf, and denote by .&(x) the 
set of all b >: a matrices (Afi,l,) such that 
(In the special case where + is continuously differentiable near x, we obviously 
have 
n 4(4 = we9>7 
c>o 
where 9+(x) is the (Frechet) derivative of + at x.) If g : T x G x U- I!?‘, 
we write dU6g(t, z:, U) for A<+(V), where 4 = g(t, ., u). If 5 = ([I,..., cb) F Rb 
and M = (M& is a b x a matrix, we write 
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We also write 
I: . Llvcg(t, 0, u) = (5 . M 1 ME d,Eg(t, v, u)}, 
and similarly interpret 
We can now state an existence theorem coupled with necessary conditions 
in a canonical form. 
THEOREM 2.2. Assume that the set of admissible relaxed solutions is non- 
empty. Then there exist a minimixing relaxed solution y and a sequence (( yj , uj)& 
such that eachyj : T -+ V islipschitx-continuous, each uj : T + U is measurable, 
each (yj , uj) satisfzes the d$ferential equatiolz (2.1.1), and limj yj = y uniformly. 
Furthermore, there exist 1, > 0, 1, E i&P and a Lipschitx-continuous x : T + [w” 
such that I, + 1 lI 1 # 0, - - 
where 
a.e. in T, 
I&(t) = closure{(f(t, y(t), a), -w) 1 w E z(t) * dVEf(t, y(t), C), 
22 E u, z(t) * f(t, 7(t), 5) = lv$ z(t) 
(2.2.1) 
f(t, F@>t 4; 
a, ; (2.2.2) 
(2.2.3) 
Finally, if f is independent oft on some interval I C T, then there exists a constant 
co such that 
z(t) - j(t) = $72; z(t) * f(t, r(t), u) = co a.e. in I. (2.2.4) 
In the special case where f = 0, Theorem 2.2 yields, as a corollary, the 
following proposition of nonlinear programming: 
THEOREM 2.3. Let V C Iw” be open, A, C V convex and compact, A, C UP* 
convex and closed, and ho : V -+ [w and h1 : V -+ iTP Lipschitx-continuous. If 
the set 
cd = (x E A, 1 K(x) E A3 
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is nonempty then there exist a point f that nrinimizes ho on &rY alzd co~res~nding 
choices of 
In order to state our second set of necessary conditions, we require an 
additional definition. Let 4 : V -+ Rb be Lipschitz-continuous. We say that 
the sets &(v) (c > 0, v E V) determine a derivate container for $ if there 
exist positive integers I, k, ,..., k, , open sets Vi C Wki (i = 0, l,..., E), y > 0’ 
and Lipschitz-continuous 4; : Vi + Vipl (i = l,..., E) such that I/1 = V, 
# = & 0 (bs 0 ... 0 & , SF(+i(V& 7) C V,-l , and 
.&k(v) = {Ml . il4~ ... . il!il / WI = v, wi = c$i+l 0 -*. 0 &(v), n!q E AyqwJ]. 
We say that AE(t, v, U) (E > 0, t E T, v E V, u E U) determine a de&ate 
container forf if there exist I, ki ,f and Vi as just described and 
such that 
fit, .I u) =&t, -, zl) 0 ... &t, ‘, u), mf&, vi , 4, p> c vi-1 t 
each &., iu, U) is measurable, fi(t, ., .) continuous, ii bounded, all &t, .i B) 
Lipschitz-continuous with a common Lipschitz-constant, and AE(t, v, ZJ) 
defined as k(zl), with $i =fi(t, ., u). 
THEOREM 2.4. Let the conditions of Theorem 2.2 be satis$ed, and let 
h(t, v, u), /lo’(v), A,~(v) d e t ermine derivate containers for f, ho, hl, respectively. 
Tlzen the con&bans of Theorem 2.2 remain valid with Auef, AChO, A+ replaced 
by /if, flaE, fII~, respectively. 
We can clearly deduce from Theorem 2.4 a nonlinear programming pro- 
position analogous to 2.3. 
2.5 COMhFENTS AND EXAMPLES. We shall first say a few words about the 
advantage of introducing the apparently more complicated conditions of 
Theorem 2.4. Suppose, as an example, that fl(t, v, u), the first component of 
f(t, v, u), is of the form j v1 - va - u / . Then, for vi - va - 21 = 0, 
&Gf l/&~’ = *1 and 8kEf l/&9 = ~1, and the first two elements of the first 
row of A E,‘f are chosen from [- 1, 1-j”. Next write 
f ‘(t, v, u) = abs 0 a(t, v, u), 
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where abs = ] . [ and a(t, 71, U) = zll - 8 - U. Then the elements of the 
corresponding derivate container fle(t, U, U) have the first two elements of 
their first rows chosen from the set {( 01, -a)1 01 E [- 1, l]> which is a diagonal 
of the square [-1, 11”. Thus, in this case, the analogue of relation (2.2.1) in 
Theorem 2.4 might yield more precise information about % then would 
Theorem 2.2. 
The reason for this discrepancy appears to be the following. We derive the 
necessary conditions of Theorem 2.2 by approximating f(t, ., U) with con- 
volutionsf(t, ., U) * pj , where p, are special mollifiers, and then determining 
a common range of gs[f(t, ., U) * p,](u) for largej. In the case of Theorem 2.4, 
we approximate separately each &t, 0, U) with J”i,j(t, ., u) =fi(t, *, u) *pii, 
where (p,“)‘& is a S-sequence in an appropriate space, and then study the 
common range of 
for large j. Since the various acceptable representations of f(t, ., U) as a 
composition include the trivial composition with one factor, there is a 
possibility of obtaining a more restricted common range by a judicious choice 
of composition (usually quite evident from the definition off) which utilizes 
the continuously differentiable “factors” of f(t, ., u). 
The above considerations also raise the following questions: can a general 
procedure different from the “convolution with mollifiers” be devised to 
approximate f(t, a, U) (respectively ho or hi) with Ci functions fj with accep- 
table properties so as to further restrict the common range of B&t, e’, U) ? 
Could this goal be accomplished by choosing mollifiers to fit the behavior of 
f ? We don’t know the answers. 
We shall now illustrate the use of Theorem 2.2 with three examples, in 
each of which Theorem 2.2 will enable us to determine an optimal solution. 
Each of these examples is characterized by V = R2, one control function with 
range in U = [- 1, 11, fixed initial conditions, and ho(y) = yl, P(y) = ys 
(that is, we wish to minimize yl(tJ subject toya having a preassigned value). 
To simplify notation, we write (in the remainder of this subsection alone), 
y, z for y(t), z(t), and set 
Sk44 =Ul, L-1, ll,i--1) according as a: > 0, 01 = 0, 01 < 0 
and 
(a) = -1,01, 1 according as 01 < -1, -1 < a < 1, a: > 1. 
We observe that the conclusions of Theorem 2.2 remain valid if (I, , l1 , z) is 
multiplied by a positive constant. We may, and shall, assume therefore that 
Z. =0 or lo = 1. 
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EXAMPLE I. 
91 = - 1 y2 / , j2 = u a.e. in T = [to , tJr 
yl(to) = 0, y”(4J = % Y”(~l> = P, 
where CY. and ,6 are fixed, (CL, p) f (0, 0), and / /3 - 011 < t, - t, . 
This problem has an admissible solution with zc = (,8 - a)/(& - toj. Thus 
Theorem 2.2 is applicable. The values Za in (2.2.1) minimize ;Y*u; therefore 
i E -Sign (z’). Also, by (2.2.1), 
,gl = 0 i2 E 29 Sign( y”). 
By (2.2.3), u”l = I, and xe(t,) = Zr ; hence / x(tJ + 0. If zr = I,, = 0 then 
z? = 0 a.e. and x2 = constant # 0. This is impossible because it implies 
j” = I = 1 a.e. or 9” = C = - 1 a.e., yielding j y2(r,) - ya(t,Ji = tr - t, + 
j ,8 - cx / . Thus we may assume that z1 = 1. 
We can now conclude that 
p2 E -Sign(zz), 3 E Sign( y”), 
whence it follows that the point (y’(t), z?(t)) moves counterclockwise on the 
boundary of a square with the origin at its center and vertices on the y2- and 
&axes. Thus the graph of t-y”(t) is a polygon joining (t, , LX) to (tr i 8) 
with segments of slopes + 1 or - 1, and with maxima and minima equal in 
absolute value. The number of such polygones is finite [because (01, 8) # 
(0, 0)], and it is clear that such a polygon has only two segments if it mini- 
mizes 
y’(tl) = - f’ 1 y’(t)\ fit. 
to 
EXAMPLE II. (We write (~)a for u . u to avoid confusing superscripts 
with exponents.) 
Y = I Y” 1(42, j2 = u a.e. in T=[f,,t,l, 
Y’(GJ = 0, Y”(kl) = % YW = F- 
We assume that / B - 01 1 < t, - to and this implies that there exists an 
admissible solution. As in Example I, we show that we may assume z1 = 1. 
For (y”, z”) # (0, 0) there exists a unique value of u minimizing 
/ y2 I(U)” + z%, namely 
By (2.2.4), 
u” = (-&?/I y2 I) (where l/O = +co). 
I Y2 ita)P + xszl” = c, = constant. 
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Thus 
co = -t(z”>“/l Y2 
co = I Y2 I + x2 
co = ] y2 j - 22 
I if 1.z2/-21y’[ (0, 
if z2 + 2 j y2 1 < 0, (2) 
if 9 - 2 1 y2 j 3 0. 
Furthermore, by (l), 
j2=zz<0 
j2=u”=o 
j”=u’>() 
for za > 0, 
for x2 = 0, 
for x2 < 0. 
Y2 # 0, 
The above relations show that the point (y”(t), z2(t)) travels leftward (right- 
ward) in the upper (lower) y2, x2-plane along a trajectory determined by (2) 
for some appropriate c0 , and remains stationary on the positive and negative 
y,-axis. They also show that (y”(t), z*(t)) never becomes (0, 0) unless it 
always remains at (0,O). 
At this point it is only a matter of a straightforward computation to deter- 
mine c0 so as to match the preassigned boundary conditions and then j” = zi 
as a function of time. 
EXAMPLE III. 
y=IY2+ul, j2 = u a.e. in T, 
YVO) = 0, Y”(&) = % YW = B* 
We assume that I ,Q - a: 1 < ti - to which ensures the existence of an 
admissible solution. As in the previous examples, we may assume that 
x1 = 1. The values 21 in (2.2.1) minimize I y2 + u 1 + z2u; hence 
tic-1 if x2 > 1, 
22 E l-1, (-Y2> if 9 = 1 7 
6 = (6Y2> if -1 <x2 < 1, (1) 
zl” E[(-YP>, 11 if ,9 z -1, 
C=l if x2 < -1. 
By (2.2.4), j y2 + u 1 + z*u = c, ; therefore 
co = 1 y” - 1 I - a2 if x2 > 1, 
co = Iy2 + (-y’)l + x2(-y2) if -1 < z2 < 1, 
co = I Y2 + 1 I + 23 if x2 < -1. 
Thus the motion of (y”(t), z”(t)) is rectilinear with slope +1 or -1 outside 
the square [-1, l]“, and hyperbolic with equation y2z2 = -co inside that 
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square (except on the y2-axis (za-axis) inside the square where it moves 
toward (away from) the origin). 
From this point on, it is easy to determine the optimal solution y. For 
example, if 0 < a < 1 and - 1 < /3 < 0 then (y?(t), S(t)) starts in the first 
quadrant of the square, moves up- and leftward in this quadrant along the 
hyperbola y2x2 = -c,, until z2 = 1, and then continues with slope - 1 until 
y” = p. By (l), the first part of its motion corresponds to j” = ~2 = -ya and 
the second to ja = zi = - 1. The time of switch is determined to match 
y”(q)) = 01, y”(tl) = p. 
3. PROOFS 
3.1 NOTATION. We denote by @m(U) the real vector space of Radon 
measures on U with the weak star topology induced by the isomorphism of 
frm(U) and C(U)*, by rpm( U) its subset whose elements are probability 
measures, and by 9’ the collection of all measurable functions (r : T -wpm( CT). 
We identify each (T E ;sP with the element 
and endow Y with the corresponding relative weak star topology. We identify 
each measurable p : T-+ U with the element u E Y such that u(t) is the Dirac 
measure at p(t) for all t E T. If c : U + Rz is continuous, we write 
thus 
440) = j- ~(4 4)(W; 
We write A for the closure of A, aA for the boundary of A, Co for convex 
closure, &(t), *(CL) for the derivative of a function defined over an interval, and 
.%$g(t, X, ZJ) for the (Frechet) derivative with respect to the second argument. 
3.2 MOLLIFIERS. Mollifiers are Cm functions that approximate the 
S-distribution in an appropriate sense. We shall use this concept in a more 
restrictive sense: thus we say that p is a molli$er in [wz if 
p(x) = zb 7-r(2) [x = (xl,..., x") E W] 
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and z is a Coo function that vanishes outside a finite interval, is nonnegative, 
symmetric, nonincreasing for nonnegative arguments, and with 
s 
cc 
n-(a) da = 1. 
--co 
Thus both p and n are probability density functions (that is, Radon-Nikodym 
derivatives of probability measures with respect to Lebesgue measures of 
appropriate dimension). It is easy to see that 01+ -c&(01) is also a probability 
density function. We say that the mollifier p has radius E if rr vanishes outside 
the open interval (-E, l ). A S-sequence in Iwz is a sequence ( pj)y& of molli- 
fiers in [WZ such thatp? has radius cj and (~j) decreases to 0. We might comment 
that in our use of mollifiers we shall have no need to take account of their 
being in Ci for i > 1. 
Now let V and D be as defined in Section 2, 4 = ($I,..., 4”) : V + [wb 
Lipschitz-continuous with constant i7, y = d[D, aV], 
a mollifier in IWZ of radius E < y/2, and 
w = {A! E v 1 qx, y/2) c V}. 
We can define the convolution @ = 4 *p by 
Q(x) = j;< doll j;E da2 - - * j----c p(a)+ - a) doll (x E W, 01 = (01~ ,..., MI)), (3.2.1) 
and verify that 0 E Cm(FV, [Wb), 
I@(x)-$(x)1 ,<eS..-SI~Ip(~)d~l...dolE~TE (XE w> 
and, taking account of the previously stated properties of rr, 
x [@(x - a + 2c8e,) - @(x - a)] (-a”+(a”)) dcx”. (3.2.2) 
Since ak + -&+(ak) and n are probability density functions, it follows that 
ayx) E&(X). (3.2.3) 
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We also observe that 
9m(f) E A%j(x) if 1 S-X] <c, (3.2.4) 
(3.2.53 
and 
1 a@(x)/w j < F (x E Wj. (3.2.6) 
Let g(4 *, 4 = f(t, ., U) *p. Then it follows from (3.2.1), (3.2.2), (3.2.6) 
and the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem that g and all 
ag/iw (h = l,..., n) 
are defined over T x W x U, each g(t, *, *) and ag(t, ., *)/a@ is continuous, 
and / ag(r, v, u)/&? ] < c”. 
We next require a few lemmas. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let 77 be an open subset of 1w’” and f : T x p x lJ-+ w” 
such that, fcr all (t, v, u) E T x P x U, f(-, v, u) is measurable and f (t, ., +) 
continuous. Then, for every absolutely continuous y : T + p, we have 
j(t) E cof(t, y(t), U) a.e. in T 
if and only if there exists some G E 9 such that 
j(t) =f(t, y(t), o(t)) a.e. in T. 
Proof. [19, VI. 3.2, p. 3701. 
In view of Lemma 3.3, we shall henceforth refer to a couple (y, U) as an 
admissible or a minimizing relaxed solution of P if y is such a solution, 
ufxaand 
j(t) = f (t, y(t), o(t)) a.e. in T. 
LEMivL4 3.4. Let r be an open subset of IF!“, xl a closed co?zvex subset of KY?, 
andf:Tx PX U+L!Fsuchthat,foraEl(t,v,u)ETx v;x UYf(-,v,u) 
is measurable, At, ., u) darerentiable with uniformly bounded first derivatives, 
and bothf”(t, -, *) and 9,f(t, -, -) continuous. Let h”” : p+ R and A1 : g-+ R” 
be continuously differentiable, and assume that there exist a constant c” and a 
compact B C P such that 
Y(T) = D afzd jf(t, v, u)I < c” [(t, 71, u) E T x t;/ x U] 
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provided y and u E 9 satisfy 
~(4 = I + j$ Y(T), 44) dT (t E T), y(t,) E A, . (3.4.1) 
Assume, jinally, that the optimal control problem P” obtained by replacing 
f, ho, hl, A, with i Lo, Al, A, , respectively, has an admissible relaxed solution. 
Then p has a minimizing relaxed solution (7, 6) and there exist 1, > 0, I1 E [w” 
and I : T -+ K? such that 
Ib+I&I=l, (3.4.2) 
,5(t) = i ii . L3%(y(tl)) + jtt’ dr j Z(T) - zS&, Y(T), u) +)(du) (t E T), 
LO (3.4.3) 
a(t) - j(t, Y(t), 6(t)) = $liJi if(t) * f(t, y(t), u) a.e. in T, (3.4.4) 
qt,) - j(t,) = vE$o qt,) - a, , 1, - J@(t,)) = I$; 4 - al . (3.4.5) 
If f is independent of t on some interval I C T, thez there exists a constant Z. 
such that 
2(t) *J(t, T(t), Lqt)) = z. a.e. in I. (3.4.6) 
Proof. The existence of (9, c?) follows from [19, VI. 1.1, p. 3481; the 
necessary conditions (3.4.2)-(3.4.5) follow from [19, VI.2.1(4), p. 3531 and 
[19, VI.2.3, p. 3571; and condition (3.4.6) from [19, VI.2.5(2), p. 3661. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let A,, (q > 0) be nonempty compact subsets of Iwk such that 
A,J CA,- ifrl’ < 7” . Then 
n co A, = CO n A,. 
n>O n>O 
Proof. LetL and R represent the left and the right side of the last equality, 
Then, clearly, R CL. Now let a EL, and let (qi) be a positive sequence 
decreasing to 0. Then for every j there exist a: E A, and /3ji 3 0 
(; = 0, l,..., k) such that 
go pii = 1 and a = 2 pjiat. 
i=O 
Since A,+ i_s compact and at E a4,1 , we may assume that limj aj” = ai and 
limj fijt = p, and then pi E A,1 , /? > 0 and 
gap = 1. 
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We easily verify that each 
ai E fi Ani = f--J A, 
i=l ?I>0 
and therefore 
a = i pai E co n A, = R. 
i=O n>O 
Q.E.D. 
Our next, and final, lemma deals with set-valued mappings. Let K be a 
given positive number.We shall denote by 8’ (respectively, X) the collection 
of all nonempty (respectively, closed and nonempty) subsets of the ball 
SF(O, K) in RF. We set 
8(E, F) = inf{ol 1 E C SF(F, a), F C SF(E, a)> (E, F s P’), 
-- 
and observe that S(E, F) = S(E, F). Thus a(., -) defines a semimetric in B 
and a metric in X (the Hausdorff semimetric and the Hausdorff metric), as 
well as the corresponding topologies in P and X. Accordingly, we refer to 
mappings F : T---f 9 respectively r : T---f Z? as measurabIe if F-l(g) is 
measurable for every open 9 in 9’ respectively S. It is clear that 
t--t r(t) : T--+3- 
is measurable if and only if r : T + B’ is measurable. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let 0 < E < y/4,7 : T + V and 2: : T --+ Rn be co&zuous, 
K = Max(c, [ x Irn c), and 
A,(t) = Z{(f(t, y(t), u), -w) 1 u E u, w E z(t) * 43(t, y(t), 24)) (t f T). 
Then the mapping t + A,(t) : T -+ 37 is measurable. 
Proof. By a theorem of Castaing [l] (in the form of [19, I. 7.4, p. 14911, 
if F is a closed subset of T then r : F -+ X is measurable if and only if the set 
{tEFIr(t)nG# a} is measurable for every open G C Wn. Since the 
topology of the Hausdorff semimetric in B’ does not distinguish between two 
elements of 9’ with the same closure in RF, the above statement remains 
true for any r : F + B’. It follows that if ri : T -+ 9’ are measurable for 
i = 1, 2,,.. then 
t -+ (j rip) 
i=l 
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is also measurable. In particular, if & : T + .Y(O, K) (j = 1, 2,...) are 
measurable, then so is t + (qGl(t), &(t),...} : T + P’. We can also show that 
t - ,% r(t) is measurable if r is measurable. Indeed, then t + F(t) = r(t) is 
also measurable and, since X is a separable metric space ([19,1.7.1, p. 147]), 
we can apply Lusin’s theorem. Thus, for every w > 0 there exists a closed 
F, C T such that meas (T - F,) < w and fi 1 F, is continuous. It follows 
then that t -+ Co r(t) : F, + X is also continuous, and therefore 
t ---f G I’(t): T + Z is measurable. 
Now we observe that, becausef(t, *, .) is continuous for each t E T, the set 
A,(t) is the convex closure in IF!*” of its subset whose elements are of the 
form 
where 
(a(t), b(t)) = (u’(t) ,..., a”(t), bl(t) ,..., b”(t)), 
ak(t) = j-q4 r(t), u>, 
b’:(t) = z(t) * (2c4-1 [f@,?(t) + l + cGelc, 24) -f(t,jqt) + ( - de, ) u)] 
(K = 1, 2 )..., n), 
f = (F,..., t”), and 5r ,..., P, 0~~ ,..., oln respectively u are chosen from dense 
denumerable subsets of [--2~,2~] - (0) respectively U. If we denote by 
(&), Mt)) the point (4% W corresponding to the jth element in some 
enumeration of these (f, 01, u), then each (aj , bj) : T--f P(O, K) is clearly 
measurable and 
A,(t) = co{(q(t), b,(t)) lj = 1, 2 )... }. 
Thus, by our previous remarks, t -+ A,(t) is measurable. Q.E.D. 
It is clear that Theorem 2.2 is a specia1 case of Theorem 2.4. However, for 
the sake of greater clarity, we shall first prove Theorem 2.2, and then indicate 
separately the rather simple modifications required to adapt this proof to 
Theorem 2.4. 
3.7 PROOF OF THEGRRM 2.2 
Step 1. It follows from Lemma 3.3 and standard theorems on differential 
equations that the equation 
y(t) = a + yp Y(4 44) A- GE T) (1) 
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has a unique solution $0, u) for all (a, a) E Y x A,, and that y(a, a)(Tj C D. 
Now let y and W be as defined in 3.2, and let ( pr) be a a-sequence in R”, 
eachpj hating radius Ed < y/2. M’e set, for each (t, 2~) E T x Liandj = 1,2,..,, 
f&b .> 24) =f(t, .) 24) *p, , hjo=hO*p,, hi1 = hl * pj . 
Then D C W and the functions fj and h:, lzjl have the properties established 
in 3.2 for g and +, respectively. 
We next consider the differential equation 
It follows from standard theorems on differential equations that there exist an 
integer j. and a constant ci (depending only on c and t, - to) such that, for 
all (u,u)EYx~A~ andj>j,, Eq. (2) has a unique solution yi(cr, a), and 
I Yj(O, a>(t) - Y(as u)(t)l < clccj (t E T). (3) 
Thus there exists a sequence (+) decreasing to 0 such that, for j > j. , 
hjl(yj(a, u)(tl)) E SF(A, , cj’) if hl(y(o, a)(tl)> E A, . 
We may assume thatj, is sufficiently large so that, in view of (3), 
(4) 
yj(u, u)(T) C SF(D, c14,J C ET (j~jo,uE~uEAO). 
We now consider, for each j > j, , a new optimal control problem Pj 
which differs from P in that f, ho, K, and A, are replaced by fj , hjO, hi1 and 
SF(A, , Q), respectively. Since P has an admissible relaxed solution (5, ci), it 
follows that (~~(6, $(to)), 6 is an admissible relaxed solution of Pj. Therefore ) 
Lemma 3.4 is applicable to P* and implies that Pj has a minimizing relaxed 
solution ( yj , Us) and there exist Z,j > 0, Iii E W and zj : T -+ IP that 
together with ( yj , oi) satisfy relations analogous to (3.4.2)-(3.4.5). 
We observe that the families {yj} and (ai> have a common Lipschitz con- 
stant and are uniformly bounded, and recall that, by 119, IV.2.1, p. 2721, 9 is 
sequentially compact. There exist, therefore, an increasing sequence J of 
integers, IO >, 0, Zi E R m, 0 E Y and Lipschitz-continuous functions 
y: T-+D and z:T-+F 
such that 
liEi 12 = li (i = 0, l), l$l uj = 0, 
yii-njij = y and li~i zi = x uniformly on T. 
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Thus, in particular, we have 1, + 1 Zi 1 = 1. We may, and shall, assume that 
J = (1, 2,...) by appropriately relabeling the indices. 
We next observe that 
and therefore, by [19, IV.2.9, p. 2781, 
r(t) = ~?i_(t,) + j-;.I(-, Y(T), e(4) dT 
Furthermore, y(t,,) = limj yj(to) E 8, and 
(t E T). (5) 
d[&(j+,)), A,] = 1iy1 d[hj’(j&)), SF(AI , #)] = 0. 
Thus (7, G) is an admissible relaxed solution of P. If ( 7,6) is another admis- 
sible relaxed solution of P then, by (4), (yj (6, i;(Q), 6) is an admissible 
relaxed solution of Pj and therefore, by (3), 
Thus (XC?) is a minimizing relaxed solution of P. By [19, VI.1.3, p. 3501, 
there exists a sequence ((yj , Uj))T=i as described in the statement of the 
theorem. 
Step 2. By Lemma 3.4, we have for each j, 
$j(t) = 
s 
fj(t, yj(t), u) ai a.e. in T, 
z+(t) = - j q.(t) - 9&(t, jam, u) q(t)(du) a.e. in T, 
z+(t) - fj(t, yj(t), q(t)) = lL$$ q(t) - fj(t, yj(t), u) a.e. in T. 
As j--+ co, this last relation yields (by [19, IV.2.9, p. 2781 and 3.2) 
joT x(t) - f(t, ?(t>, +>) dt = joT I$$ z(t) - f(t, S>> 4 dt (T E T). 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
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Since crj(t) is a probability measure, relations (6) and (7) yield 
(yj(q, Zi(t))- E co((f&, r&>, a), -j(t) - ~J$, yi(f>l u>)l u E q w 
a.e. in T, say for t E 7”’ C T - (td, w h ere T” may be chosen independently 
of j. 
Now let E E (0, y/4]. Then, by (10) and (3.2.3), 
(jgt), z&>)- ECO((f&, jgt), u), -w)l u E u, w E zqt) - dofi(t,3?j(t), u)j 
(t E T”) (11) 
for all sufficiently large j (with .z~ < E). Since the partial difference quotients 
off(t, *> U) are all bounded by c, there exists jr sufficiently large so that, in 
view of (6), (7), (3.2.4) and (ll), 
Now let a(., .) and Y’ be defined as in Lemma 3.6. Then, by that lemma, 
A, : T-F X is measurable. Therefore, by Lusin’s theorem, for every w > 0 
there exists a closed T, C T” such that meas(T - Tw) < w and A2, 1 T, is 
continuous. Now let w > 0 and t be a density point of T, . ?Ye can find 9 > 0 
sufficiently small so that 
W,(s), 49) < 6 (s E Tw n [t, t + ql), 
meas(T - TJ n [f, t‘ i ,kl] ,( 4/(3~ + 2~) (0 < /? < 7). 
03) 
The set 3 = SF(B,(t‘), 2 ) E is closed and convex and therefore, for any 
integrable $ : [f, t + q] --t s, we have 
By (12) and (13), for 0 < p < 7, ( yj , zj)* differs from such a function + 
inside [& t + p] by at most 3K + 2~ and that only on a set of measure at 
most l /(3K + 2~). It follows that, for j >j, and 0 < p < 7, we have 
B-’ IF,, (rj(s>, qQ))* ds 
= 8-w@ + PI> %(f + P)) - (%(f), %(W E SF(4(f), 3E). 
We first let j -+ co and then /? -+ +O and obtain 
(Y(i), z(t))* E SF(-4<(i), 3E). (14) 
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Since this relation holds at every density point of T, for all w > 0, it must 
hold a.e. in T. Relation (2.2.1) now follows from (5), (9), (14) and Lemma 3.5. 
Step 3. We derive relations (2.2.2) from relations (3.4.5), applied to 
Problem Pj, by letting j + 00. Similarly, (3.4.3) implies that 
i=O 
We derive (2.2.3) by applying relation (3.2.3) to hjo and Ai1 at am and 
lettingj -+ co. Finally, iffis independent oft on I then, by (3.4.4) and (3.4.6), 
xj(t) * fj(t, yj(t), uj(t)) = 92 z+(t) - fj(t, yj(t), 24) = coj a.e. in I (15) 
for appropriate constants c,i. We now obtain relation (2.2.4) from (15) by 
lettingjd 03 and applying (5) and (9). Q.E.D. 
3.8 PROOF OF THEOREM 2.4. By the definition of a derivate container, 
we have 
f (4 .Y 24) =f1(t, .) u) 0 ... of& 0, 24) (t E T, u E V), 
where eachfi(t, ., U) is defined on an open set Vi C iwLi and 
and we may clearly assume that 7 < d[D, aV]. For each i = I,..., 1, we 
choose a s-sequence ( pji)T!l in aBK” such that p,” has radius l j < Y/2. We then 
set 
and similarly define hi0 and kjl. It is clear that the ,fj , hjo and hjl, as just 
defined, have all the properties of the functions defined in 3.7 (Step 1). Thus 
Step 1 and relations (6)-(10) of Step 2 remain valid, with y replaced by 7. 
Now, by the chain rule, 
where 
g&t, yj(t), u) = Ml . M2 . .a- Mz , 
iI& = %+sf^i,(t, z& , U) and G&j =fi+&t, ., U) 0 .** ~f~,~(t, *, u)( am). 
By (3.2.4), for every E E (0, y/4) there existsja such that, forj >ja , 
Mi E LIE&~, w~,~ , u), wi,j =jC+l(t, 'Y u, ' e-e o.fS(t, -2 u)(Y(t)); 
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hence 9Jj(f9 g?(b), U) E flCE(t, r(t), u). Th us relation 3.7 (12j remains valid in 
the new context. The arguments of Lemma 3.6 are easily adaptable with 
BE replacing &j ; all we need do is to exhibit a denumerable collection of 
measurable functions 4i : T--t IfP such that 
4) = G{Wj, &(t),...> 
with fl’~ replacing Azcf. We can therefore proceed in Step 2 to the end and 
derive the analogue of (2.2.1). 
Similar, and simpler, arguments are applicable to the new relation (2.2.33, 
while new relations analogous to (2.2.2) and (2.2.4) are derived as before. 
Q.E.D. 
Note added itz proof. Since this paper was accepted for publication, F. H. Clarke 
has communicated to the author his derivation of necessary conditions for problems 
defined by differential inclusions, and the author has extended the present results 
to problems with restrictions on the state and control variables. 
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